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Meeting between Taoiseach and Prime Minister 

Londgn, 1 April 1993 
Overview Steerin& Note 

(it, f ].Ot?) P2

I . This note sets qut the position in discussions between the two Governments on the 
preparation· of an agreed overall paper for transmission to Senator Mitchell tomorrow 
_morning. It does not address Strand Two issues, which are being discussed through 
anot.Q.er channel. 

2. Senator .Mitchell is adamant that material must be with him by tomorrow morning. He
proposes, after having �de whatever adjustments he considers necessary, to· give the
parties a text on Friday. They will be asked to make their views known on Saturday and
Sunday, to allow for an updated version to be tabled on Monday.

3. Clearly a major tactical issue for us is whether we can envisage the p0S$ibility of not
' ' 

reaching :full agreement-on all points with the British before tomorrow, thereby meaning
that in certain cases the two Governments would have to supply separate texts. It would

_,,,, ; ' 

obviously be highly desirable that we be in a position to give Senator Mitchell a totally
agreed text. ·However, it may be·that on S<?me key points we witl-have·.to reserve our

position, rather than signing off on· an unsatisfactory compromise now:· When we raised
.. 

this is�e with Seamus Mallon this morning, he was insjstent that 11 gaps are better than the
wrong paper - you can fill gaps, but you can't undo a wrong paper" .

. . 

' 

Fully Ap:eed _Material 

4. Agreement was reached last Sunday on a paper on constitutional jssues, incorporating

the text of Articlt 1 of a new British-Irish Agreement. Formal clearance has not yet been
' . 

received fro�· our l\,1inisters. It has·not yet been determined how and when proposed

amendments to the-Constitution and to British constitutional legislation will be presented
to the parties.

5. Agreement was also reached on a paper on a British-Irish Council. One caveat which
has to be entered is that the treatment in that paper of a. proposed inter-parliamentary tier
will.have to be adjusted in line with whatever is agreed on this matter in Strand Two.
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Ont:Jtandin,: Issues 

Strand One 

6. The SDLP have made clear, both at Castle Buildings and in John Hume's meeting with the

7. 

8. 

Prune Minister yesterday, their firm opposition to key aspects of the most recent British

paper. They continue to loo� for (a) sufficient consensus as the decision-making

mechanism at all levels (b) Ministers/ Heads of Department with clearly -defined executive

functions, independent_ of committees and ( c) collective responsibility exercised through

a cabinet-style structure. The British will ,have to prepare a new paper. While they appear

to have registered the points made by ourselves and the SDLP. it is unlik;ely that they will

feel able to move the full distance - especially as the differences between the tJUP and the

SDLP are now clearly out in the open.

It ·should be emphasised that sufficient consensus is a bottom line issue for the SDLP. 

This will enable them to say that the new arrangements contain for the first time the 

fundamental safeguard that no provision ean be introduced without nationalist consent. 

This will be critical in selling the Agreement to their constituency. However, it should 
- . , . . 

also be said that·SenatorMitchell has made clear that no other party·shaI'.es this approach. 

Strand Three 
.. .

In regwd to the proposed British-Irish lntergovemmental Conference, the basic 

difference is that we want there to be a stand-alone IGC dealing exclusively with non

devolved Northern Ireland issues, while the British propose that there be an IGC dealing 

_with all bilateral issues, and that Northern Ireland matters would-be dealt with in one 

fonnat of this Conference. 
.. -. . . · 

'• . 

Policing and Justice 
9. Work is still continuing on an agreed paper. Both sides envisage the .establishment of a

Commission to report within a limited timescale on new policing stroctures. The nature

of its composition and precise . terms of reference remain unresolved. There is

convergence on a number of points. The key sticking point remains the role of the

Assembly in terms of the actual implementation of the recommendations of the
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· • · . 

Commission Our firm view, and that of the SDLP, is that reforms must.be implemented 
and be .functioning on a solid basis before there can be any question of devolving these 
responsibilities .. 

10. In regard to criminal justice, the British side have moved considerably from their opening
and have offered terms of reference for a Government-led review.

11. 
Decommissioning an� Security .Measures 

Agreed language between the two sides oil these two issues should be achievable by later 
today OT tomorrow. There is no issue of substance between us on the·pr:esentation of 
these issues at this stage. However, the neutral tenns of the text mask different 
perceptions as to the timescale likely to be involved - this will have to be resolved among 
the parties in the final stages of the negotiations. 

Prisoners 

12. Work is-continuing on a text intended to present this issue in neutral·and balanced terms
without prejudice to the positions the Governments have adopted to date.. ·This is equally

, -·"' ; . 

likely to be a __ critical isSue for certain parties in the final stage of the negotiations. At
tonight's u,eeting, the opportunity should be taken to underline the importance of applying

the benefits of new release arrangements to persons imprisqned in. the UK, and/or
..

transferred from there.

Rights and Equality 

13. Considerable progress has been made in closing the gap between the. British and ourselves

but a number of key issues remain unresolved. The two main sticking points are

how to ensure that the principles of parity of esteem and equality of treatment 
should be given general statutory force, as foreshadowed. in

_
· the Framework ·

Document; 

how to give due recognition to the Irish language in Northern Ireland (the British 

. have� yet to give us a serious text). 
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13. 

Other Matters 

We are still waiting for the British to respond to our texts on victims of violence and 

reeonciliation,
_ 
on a possible introductory declaration, and on validation. The question 

of the form of a British-Irish Agreement, also remains unresolved ( we gave the British 

an informal paper as an aid to discussion) but does not have to be addressed in the 

:Mitchell material. 

Anglo-Irish :pivision 

1 April 1998 
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General 

Meeting between the Taoiseach and British Prime Minister 

London. 1 April 1998 

Speaking Points 

Let me be very frank. I am in an extremely difficult position. 

Unionists are gaining a huge historical prize� the acceptance by nationalist 

Ireland, North and South, of the position of Northern.Ireland within the UK. 

This legitimacy has been withheld for 70 years, indeed perhaps for hundreds 

of years. 

The equivalent on the other .side would in many ways be a united Ireland. If 

nationalists were gaining a united Ireland, we would give Trimble a blank 

sheet on which to write his requirements. This is the scale of the problem I 

and nationalists face. We simply cannot do it without a deep agreement. 

Pull back from Framework 

The Joint Framework Document has to be our bottom line. 

For us, it is a compromise text. We both said on 27 January that we were 

firmly committed to it, and. that it offered the best chance of a solution. 

We are again putting forward this compromise to Mitchell. We cannot 

change the rules now and pull back from it. 
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The status quo with a few "add ons" will not work. Any such agreement 

would be profoundly destabilising, and would send the SDLP and Sinn Fein 

into a spin. We could not sign it. 

Historical break-through 

We are on the threshold of signing Sinn Fein up to a solution - they have, 

after huge debate and hard work, accepted the Framework Document. If this 

happens, the gun will in my view soon be gone forever from Irish politics . 

Unionists cannot be allowed to blow this prize, as they have done so often in 

history. We are putting our changes, our commitments in concrete. They 

must do so too. If not, an agreement makes no sense. We can't have 

concrete on one side, and sand on the other. 

Framework Document 

Nationalists entered the negotiations firmly expecting to see an agreement 
. . 

. 

along the lines of the Framework Document. And we have made some major 

concessions along the way. 

We have agreed to a British-Irish Council, which was not envisaged in the 

Frameworks. More generally, both in the negotiations and in the delivery of 

a settlement, nationalists see the UUP as obtaining gains upfront, while much 

of what they want is long:..fingered. 

Unionist gains will include changes to Articles 2 and 3; a recognition of the 

status of Northern Ireland; an Assembly; a British-Irish Council. 
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Nationalists, on the other hand, are going to have to wait to see real change 

in policing, and delivery of many other issues such as rights and prisoners. 

There will naturally be a great deal of scepticism about reviews and 

commissions. The Boundary Commission precedent must have been raised 

with me a hundred times in the past week. 

Don't get me wrong. I firmly believe that a deal is possible. But all I am 

trying to do is to underscore just how difficult it will be to convince both 

sides that it is worth supporting an agreement. That in turn means that 

everyone - including David Trimble - must be prepared to make real moves. 

He cannot hold the two islands up to ransom. 

Two Governments Together 

It is also absolutely crucial that the two Governments continue to stand side

by-side, and that we present joint texts. This is what has brought us this far. 

Our officials have done good work in agreeing on many of the issues 

[update] 

· It is obvious that the crunch questions for us this evening arise in Strands One

and Two.

Strand One 

As regards Strand One, I hear from John Hume that you had a very useful 

meeting yesterday. The key point is that the SDLP wants to see genuine 

teamwork and partnership in Northern Ireland, and it wants government to be 

effective. We need to get people working together on real issues. They want 
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sufficient consensus, collective responsibility, and real Ministers - even if 

these are all called something else. Otherwise, the Assembly will be just like 

a bunch of squealing cats, much like the Forum in Belfast today. This could 

lead to the whole system collapsing. And, for us; Articles 2 and 3, and the 

safety net of the Anglo-Irish Agreement, would be gone. Where would I be 

then? 

Strand Two 

What is agreed in Strand One is absolutely critical for the North/South 

relationship. We are quite happy for there to be clear guarantees regarding 

the accountability of Northern members of the Assembly, and how these 

procedures will work in practice. That is the essence of democracy. 

But, to put it simply, when Irish Ministers go to the North/South Council, 

they will want to know that the people across .the table from them are in a 

position to do business and take decisions. 

We got John;s Strand Two paper yesterday. But it simply isn't in the 

ballpark. The best way forward, if you agree, is for us to work forward on 

the basis of our paper. 

1 April 1998 
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Irish Draft- 23 Mal"ch 1993 

SECRET - PERSONAL 

NORTH/SOUTH MINISTERIAL COUNCIL 

1. Under a new British/Irish Agreement, and in subsequent implementing legislation at

Wes1minster and in the Oireachtas, a North/South Ministerial Council to be established

to bring together those with executive responsibilities in Northern Ireland and the Irish

Government, to deal with present and future politic� social and economic inter

connections on the island of Ireland. The Council to have overall responsibility for the

promotion and development of consultation, co4operation and integrated action within

the island of Ireland - including through implementation �n an all-island basis - on all 

matters of ml.!tual interest within the competence of the administrations, North and South. 

2. Northern Ireland to be represented by [],the Irish Government by the Taoiseach and

relevant Ministers. Participation in the Council to be an essential function attaching to

relevant posts in the two .Administrations. The Council to be, in institutional terms, a

.,,, 

single entity, but to meet in different formats:

(i)
in plenary format twice a year, with Northern Ireland represented by [ ] and the

Irish Government led by the Taoiseach;

(ii) in specific sectoral format ( e.g. agric�tural issues, industrial issues, social and

community issues, environmental issues) on a regular and frequent basis (once

a month in each format) with each side represented by the appropriate Mini_ster/[

); 

(iii) in •'general affairs" format on a regular and frequent basis ( once each month),

bringing together the Minister and ( ] with overall responsibility for the co

ordination of North/South relations to consider institutional or cross-sectoral

matters (including in relation to the EU) and to review unresolved issues.

I 
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Agendas to be settled by prior agreement between the two sides, but open to either to 

propose any matter fur consideration or action. 

4. All Council decisions to be by agreement between the two sides. Each side to be in a

position to take decisions in the Col.lllcil on the basis of the collective responsibility of

its executive. Each side to remain accountable to the Assembly and the Oireachtas

respectively.

5. The Council's level of responsibility in regard to the matters within its remit to be three

fold:

(i) in certain designated areas to take decisions, determine policy, and make or

oversee arrangements for the implementation of those decisions or policies,

primarily through the implementation bodies described in paragraph 6 below, but

in other cases through closely co-ordinated action by the adnrinistrations North
. . 

and South separately;

(ii) · in other specified areas its members to use best endeavours to reach agreement

resulting in joint action or the adoption and implementation of a common policy, 

and to make determined efforts to overcome any disagreements between them; 

(iii) on all other matters to act as a forum for the exchange of information,

consultation and co-operation: to be open to the two sides, by agreement, to take

joint action or adopt and implement a common policy on these matters also.

A list of m�ttei-8 f<;>r inclusion from the outset in each of these categories of responsibility 

is attached at Annex X. 

6. The British-Irish Agreement, and subsequent implementing legislation at Westminster

and in the Oireachtas, also to provide for the establishment, at the inception of the

operation of the Agreement or as soon as feasible thereafter, of implementation bodies
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in certain of the designated areas falling within the remit of the Council (as defined in 

para. 5 (i) above). These bodies to be responsible for the implementation, on an all• 

island and cross-border basis, of relevant policies and decisions agreed by the Council. 

to which they would report Further such bodies may be established as the Council 

agrees. The Council to appoint members of the bodies' boards and/or their senior officers 

and to allocate funds to them. The bodies to be established are also listed at Annex X. 

7. - These arrangements to be capable of development. in line with the development of the

relationship between North and South in all its aspects and with no pre-ordained limit to

their evolution, the potential for which is limited only by the extent of the competences 

and responsibilities of the two administrations. Such development. including the transfer 

of matters from one category of responsibility as defined in paragraph 5 above to another, 

and the establishment of new implementation bodies, to be on the basis of agreed 

recommendation of the Council and with the endorsement of the [Assembly] and the 

Oireachtas. 

8. A continuing failure to reach agreement on important designated matters to be resolved

by the general affairs Council, or failing that in accordance with the overall

guarantee/oversight mechanisms in place within the settlement as a whole. In the case

of disagreement on technical issues (for example, whether a particular action by one side

met its $eed �mmitments), the Council shall appoint arbitrators (for instance, judges

or other senior legal figures).

9. The Council to agree its own financial requirements and those of the implementation

bodies. To be funded by the two Administrations as a necessary public function, initially
-' 

on the bas�s of existing.patterns and levels of expenditure North and South, plus shared

administrative costs. Within its first two years of operation, the Council to examine

whether its financing by the two Administrations could be on the basis of an agreed key

based on objective criteria.. and also to examine the possibility that dedicated sources of

revenue could be assigned to it. Mechanisms for the allocation to the Council of funding

received from the EU or other external bodies � be agreed. This to be assigned to the
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Council, along with any agreed matching funding, by the two Administrations, as part 

of their overall contribution to it. 

10. The Council's expenditure to be audited jointly by the Comptroller and Auditor

General's Office and by the Northern Ireland Audit Office, Their joint report to be

submitted shnultaneously to the Oireachtas and to [the Assembly].

11. Toe Council to be supported by a standing Secretariat, located at an appropriate place

within Northern Ireland and staffed (at lea.51: partially) by members of the Northern

Ireland Civil Service and the Irish Civil Service and appointed by the Council. The

Secretariat to operate as a single administrative structure, under the direction of the

Council and·accountable to it. To be entitled to make proposals to the Council, both in

regard to particular policies or decisions under consideration and to the future

development of the Council.

12. The Council to have appropriate level of responsibility for European Union dimension

of matters within its remit, including the implementation of EU policies and programmes

and the adoption of agreed approaches towards proposals under consideration in the EU

framework. Arrangements to be made to ensure that the views of the Co1.mcil are taken

into account and represented appropriately at the EU Council of Ministers and at

meetings under its aegis.

13. The two Governments, and the parties,

(i) to recomme�d the creation of a joint body bringing together equal numbers of

members ?f the Oireachtas and the Northern Ireland Assembly, The body to consider, 

and make recommendations on, ail matters of mutual concern. Also to have a role in 

scrutinising the North/South Council 

(ii) to establish an independent Consultative Forum, appointed by the two

administrations, representative of civil society, comprising the social partners and other 
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members with expertise in social, cultural, economic and other issues. The Forum to 

offer advice on issues subject of consideration within the Council, and to have particular 

responsibility for analysing and reporting on aspects of the medium-to-long term 

development co--operation on the island. 

© NAIIT AOIS/2021/100/01 
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NORTH/SOUTH MlNl�RIAL COUNCIL 

1. Ul the eo�xt of_ tbe establishment of the (British-Irish CoW1cilJ to deal

With the totality of relationships, a North/South �sterlal C011acil to "be

established under a new British-Irish Agreement, to_bring together those with

executive responsibilities in N orthem Ireland � the Irish Government,

operatiog ttndet agreed ma.Ildates of the Nortbem Ireland Assembly and the

Oireach.tas respectively, a.nd accountable to them. 'Ibe Cowxil to eoable those

with executive responsibility on each side,. acting within those respective

manda�s. to dc;velop t:C>tJSulr.ation and co-operation within the island of Ireland -

including. where agreed, implementation of mutually beneficial actiom on an all

island basis - on matters of mutual interest Within the competence of the

admioistration.5, North and South.

2. N orthetn Irel3Dd ro be represeuted by [ J, the Irish Government by the

Taoiseaeh and relevant Ministers. Participation in the Council to be otie of the

responsibilities attaching to relevant posts in the two J\..droinistnti.ons. The

· Council to meet in different formats:

(i) ill plenaey format twice a yeary with Noithem Ire.land represented by []

and the Irish Govemment led by the Taoiseach;

. (il) .in specific sectoral formaty on agreed issues, on a regular basis with each 

si� represe�d by [ l; 

(iii) in other formats� as neceSSary and agr�� to resolve wstitutional or cross

sectoral issues (including in relation to the EU).

SECRET - P��AL 
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3. Agamias for all meetings to be settled by prlcn ap-=ment betw�ll the two
sides� but opeu to either to propose a:ny matmt for cousideration or action.

· 4. All Council agreemen� to be by wauiraity. Each side may make
agreements in the Council within the delegated amhorlcy of tbose in attendance,

subject to the relevant agreed ma.id.ates of the Northern I?elaud Assembly and
Oireachtas respectively .. and any anangl!1llent$ ill place for co-ordination of

executive decisions within each jurisdiction. Each side to remain accountable to

the .Assembly and the Cmeachtas respectively ,f hose explicit approval, through

whatever mangements are in place on either side. would be tequired for

decisions beyond the delegated authorit'J of those attemliniJ

5. Within the Council both. sides would be able to�

(i) e,ccbange infonnatiou and discuss with each other matters of mutual
. -

intaest; 

(ii) consult with each other on all such matters with a view to cooperatillg with

each other where that would be. in mutual mterest:

and in aceotdance with paragraph 4 above,

(iii) agree to cooperate in specified areas or take a common approach. to policy�

with implementation by eaeh �dmjmsttation through its own system.

working through the o.onnal democratic.illy accountable machinery;

SECJU;I' - FERSONAL 
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e (iv) agree to pursue other action. in specified meaningful anas. at an all-island 

or cross-border level, throuih suitable jmplemematioa bodies alld 

mechanisms, to be established as set out below.

e 

6. A lut of specific: areas for the North-South CollDcil to deal with initially is
. A----'7lll �. 

7. At the inception of tbe operation of the British-Irish Agreement or as soon

as feasible thereafter. implementation bodies and mechanism in the designated

areas listed at ADnex ?? to be established, with appropriate I egal status and

p�es for accountability. These bodies to imple.mez:it relevant ag!eeme�t$ of

the Council, as set out in paragraph 5(iv) above. Further such implementation

bodies and mechanisms may be established in other areas,. by agreement of the

Council through the p,oeedures in paragraph 4 above.

8. These arrangements to be. capable of de.valopnient.. by agree:mimt between

each side within the Council and after the tndarsemenr of th� N orthem Irelami

Assembly and the Qirijachtas. · subject to .. me limitation of the extent of the

competenees and re.spotlSloilities of the two administrations.

9. Failure to reach agreement on designated matters to be considered by one

of the plenary sessions. By agreemeot between the two sides experts could be

appointed to �onside.r a particular issue and report.

10. Toe necessary .costs of the Council and implementation bodies and

mechanisms to be funded by the two Administrations as a necessary p-ublk

fwl�ll-

SECRET.• PERSONAL 
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11. This expenditure to be audir.edjointly by the Comptroller and Auditor•

General's Office and by tbe Northem Ireland Aud.it Office. Thei:.joint report to 

be submitted simultaneously to the Oireachta.S and to the Assembly. 

12. Toe Council to be supported by a Sec�taria� ��ed by members of the

Norr.hem Ireland Civil Service and the Irish Civil Service. The Seeretariat to

service t:he meetings :md functions of the Council and to tak� on other such tasks

as both sides may agree.

13. Each sjde within the Council to consult on lhe European Union dimension

of matters wi� t.be desiguated areas
T 

and consider agre� approaches towards

proposals in these areas under consideration in the EU framework� v.rith

arrangements to ensure that the views of the Couneil can be taken into accoUDt by

each sov�reign Govero..111ent in detenninmg its approaeb in appropriate EU

meetings ..

SECRET .. PERSONAL 
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British Strang Two Paiw:;, Summary An&l:.nia 

Oygryje,v 

This British paper represents an improvement on last week's draft, with many of our ideas and. 
some of our language taken on_ board. Nevertheless, many issues of concem remain, including
in particular: 

the concept of the Council as a body with a clear institutional identity does not emerge 
strongly from the British· text, either in p�graph 1 or elsewhere. At all points it is the 
two sides within the Council, not the Council itself, who are acting. . · This may be 
essentially a presentational point, but it is highly important if we· are to be able to sell an.
Agreement to the public; 

the C.Ouncil would be situated within an East/West context; 

· the question of a legislative basis for the Council is not addressed;

it is not clea:r·whether certain matters would be assigned to the Council in_ advance, or
whether there would simply be a work programme of matters for it to consider;

the legal basis of implementation bodies, and their relationship with·the Co�cil, are not 
addressed satisfactorily; 

The further crucial point remains that the capacity ofNorthem representatives at the <;ouncil to 
take decisions will ultimately depend on what is agreed in Strand One. In this context, the 
language on the kagreed mandate" of the Assembly in respect of the delegated authority of such 
representatives-is worryingly imprecise. 

?arap:aph J (.General Purpose and Basis of Council) 
. Toe British paper's description. of the general purpose of the North/South Ministerial Council has 

some· similarities to that in our text. However, there are significant differences,..i:ncluding: 

BritishcontinuetopJaceCouncil "in the context of the establishment ofthe [British-Irish 
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Council to be established under a n� Agreement: no reference to legislative basis. 

insertion into the paragraph of language on accountability, which is repeated in more 

detail in para�pb 4. [Comment: It "MJUld be better from ow viewpoint tD omit such 
. 

. 

language from this paragraph. It is not necessary, given that there is a substantive 

paragraph on the matter. What leaps off the page is that_ the Council is the creature of 

the Assembly and the Ozreachtas.J

Instead of "!'he Council to have overall responstcility\ the British have wrhe-Council to 

4' enable� .... ". 

"lnt�.ed action" as a responsibility of the-Cotmcil is dropped. 

Implementation on an all-island basis to be "where agreed." 

"Matters of nmtual interest" instead of"all matters.�.". 

rmmph-2 (Fonnatfl 

Broadly similar to our paper. Idea of participation as an essential function of office-holders is 

retained. � of sectoralfonnats to be "on a regular basis" - not 'ngular and frequent ( once 

a month in each format�. Idea of general affairs format retained, though I;Wile �opped, and· 

meeting · to be only '\vbcn necessary and as agreed." No function in reviewing .unresolved issues. 

laragraJ)b 3 f.Al,:ndas). 

As in our paper. 

f;lral(l,ph 4 <.J>ecision-Taking and Accountabilitt) 
The Britisll text spells out the procedures for accountability much more fully than we do, making 

clear that two sides would both operate withln their delegated authoritY, .and that explicit. 

Assembly-approval.would be required for decisions going beyond such delegated authority. 
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- Comment.'. The British text seems to me reasonable as far as it goes in spelling out the

implications of the concepts of accountability and agreement. Clearly, however, the nature of

whatever is agreed in S-trand One on the form and extent of executive authority, c<i

ordinationlcallective responsiht1ity. mechanisms for accountability, remains absolutel.y crftical.

The meaning in this context of "agreed mandate ,, is crocial. D_oes it mean that every action of

a Northern member of the Council has to be mandated by the Assembly in advance? Or does

it just ref er ta the extent of the competence of devolved institutions?

Para113phs 5 and 6 Q:unctio.ns.l

Our approach is much more categoric. The British have "both sides would ·be .able." Their. . 

description of functions is a reasonable approxmiation to the Framework's definition ef executive,
harmomsin& and consultative functions. What is not at an clear is, however, whether there would

• be specific agreement in advance to the assignment of subjects to these catego� (other than in.
respect of implementation bodies). The British "A list of specific areas� the _North/South
Council to � with imtially" is not definite. It may well amount to the idea of a work-plan from
which the Council could later, after initial consultation, choose to assign matters to the higher
categories.

Pmm:ph 1 (lmplementmop Bodin) 
British agree that such bodies are, in certam.. designated areas, to be established at t.Jie inception 
of the operation of the Agreement or as soon as feasible thereafter. They are.yeiy,yague on the 
legal basis and status of the bodies, and a(e silent on their relationship with the Council (save to • · 
say that they will implement relevant agreements of the Council) 

Paragraph 8 (Eilture deYelopmen;t) 
�roadly:as in our text .. 

Para&r3ph 9 (�isa,veemcnt}. 

Disagreements are now to be "considered'', not "resol!ed" and in the plenary��er·than general
affairs format No reference to overall arrangements for review/fallback ( com,rient: probably not

necessary if adequately covered else11vhere). 

;tara&raph 1 O (Funding.) 
British accept that ''the necessary costs of the Council and implementation bod,ies and mechanisms

© NAl/900tsif20211'1'00/01 



e to be funded by the two Administrations as a necessary public function." No reference to our

more ambitious ideas on future fundmg (comment: may not be necessary to spell out at this 

stage). 

Param:aph U (A:udidn1) 

As in our text. 

Para:raPhJl (Seqetariat) 

Concept accepted. Not described as "standing" or as a single administrative structure. No

reference to its location, or to its right of initiative. 

• Paryraph 13 (EU mattea)·

British text somewhat weaker. It misses the point that, where a certain matter is to be dealt with

jointly, its };U dimension must logically fall within scope of Council.

Our proposals on a North/South interparliamentary body and on an �e:nt Consultative 

Forum have been dropped. 

Rory Montgomery 

31 March 1998 
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Revised British Strand Two Paper 

We acknowledge some movement on first draft. 

Fundamental problems remain. 

East/West context - in first sentence - jumps out 

Paragraph 4 potentially hugely diffi9U1t Depending on interpretati� "subject 

to .. .mandates ofN"I Assembly ... 11 could mean that each_ decision required the

prior approval of the latter. What does this m�. This is key p<n11t 

Lack of clear institutional identity for Council is major step back from 

Framework (references throughout to "each side-"). Where is �llective 

personaJity of Council? 

Legislative basis for Cowcil unclear. 

Whether matters are to be assigned to certain levels of functions in. advance 

unclear� 

Relationship between Council and implementation bodies very vague . 

. Power of Secretariat to make proposals critical. 

No reference to IntetParl Body. This essential. Consultative Forum also 

omitted.. 

Lack of clear institutional identiy for 

© NAlfPAOl59'202·m 00/01 
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